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Abstract 
To address new requirements, language designers must often add new notations to 
an existing language. The new features may be optimal for some applications but 
unacceptable in others. Once the features have been added, programmers will be 
restricted to that resulting language. An open language implementation offers a 
solution to this drawback. It permits users to tailor a language by either customizing 
the existing semantics or by modifying the syntax. We present a reflective 
architecture to support language adaptation capability. Our approach enables users 
(language designers/programmers) to satisfy new requirements in a base language 
without changing the compiler while promoting reuse of software components. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A main feature of object-oriented (00) programming is explicit linguistic support 
for data abstraction. It permits the natural modeling of physical entities in the real 
world, and at the same time reduces complexity when developing software systems 
(Caromel, 1993; Kafura et al., 1993). In most programming languages, data 
abstraction is supported by the use of language constructs such as C++ classes and 
Ada tasks. Depending on the intended application domain of a language, some 
specially defined syntax often introduced into the original language construct to 
address various requirements by a designer. These new data abstraction constructs 
further serve as a high-level programming tool for users to devise object-oriented 
solutions for specific computing requirements. 

These unique system requirements, varying from application to application, cover 
a wide range of control mechanisms. They include concurrency controls for 
concurrent programming, barrier mechanisms for parallel processing, and timing 
constraints for real-time programming. For instance, Concurrent C/C++ (Gehani, 
1992) provides an extended C++ class-like construct (capsule) for users to specify 
how concurrent computing components can interact in a coordinated manner. A 
special section (synchronization section) serves to state and associate 
synchronization conditions with their respective methods. Other languages, such as 
ACT++ (Kafura, 1993), Eiffel// (Caromel, 1993) and ABCL/R2 (Yonezawa et al., 
1993), also introduce unique linguistic support to manage communication and 
interaction among objects. 

In this paper, we categorize these specialised language constructs as the 
integrated construct approach. Under this scheme, all special requirement 
constructs are integrated and encapsulated inside the underlying data abstraction 
mechanism. It saves users from employing low-level semaphores to obtain object
wise synchronization. A properly designed integrated construct not only improves 
program readability and maintainability (Caromel, 1993; Ishikawa, 1996), it also 
facilitates reuse of method codes in developing complex systems. 

A critical issue related to use of the integrated construct approach in designing a 
language is the trade-off between expressiveness and performance. Adding special 
control constructs to a given language will result in software that is suitable for a 
wider application domain. However, it may also incur higher overhead and could 
result in worse performance. On the other hand, limiting the types of feature to be 
included would significantly reduce the usefulness of the resulting language. In 
both cases, any modification to the underlying language syntax will eventually lead 
to unavoidable changes in the language compiler. In addition, the integrated 
construct approach often leads to the problem that the resulting software may be 
optimized for certain selective applications, but may not be acceptable in others. 
This is mainly due to the fact that once a design decision is reached, end-users 
become restricted to the capability of the predefined language (Kiczales, 1996). 
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Figure 1 The propose architectural 
design overview. 

adaptation { II switch to adaptation level 
adapter default { 

II In this super-class all the following 
//sections are left unspecified 

non~imposing: II non-imposing section: 
II locally introduced operations to he 
II activated by the current or the newly 
II derived adapters 

imposing : II imposing section: 
II constraint functions to he enforced 
II on base-level object hehavior 

binding: II binding section: 
II in this section. programmers establish the 
II relationships between imposing functions 

II and their associated member functions 
II defined in the base-level object 
II specification 

I II adapter 
ada tation II switch out to non-ada ted base Ian ua e 

Figure 2 The system adapter default 
specification. 

In recent years, reflective languages such as ABCL/R2 (Yonazawa, 1993) have 
attempted to provide users with a limited capability to customize the underlying 
semantics of a language. OpenC++ (Chiba, 1995) presents a compile-time Meta 
Object Protocol for the language compiler C++, so that language semantics can be 
customized. MPC++ (Ishikawa, 1996) presents a meta-level architecture for C++. 

Programmers can devise both new syntax and semantics. In these schemes, the 
existing language semantics or syntax can be modified to satisfy new requirements. 
Nevertheless, modifying an abstract compiler may be justifiable for complex 
software systems, but it can be too troublesome and unnecessarily complex for 
small-scale applications. To remedy these shortcomings, an architectural 
framework is needed to permit both language designers and end-users to satisfy 
specific requirements in an underlying base language without introducing new 
constructs or revising the compiler. 

In this paper, we present an adaptable language architecture in which end-user 
requirements can be incorporated in the target base language without adding new 
language constructs or modifying the compiler. For instance, we can easily give a 
sequential object the capability to manage concurrent access to shared resources. 

Section 2 presents an overview of our proposed language adaptation architecture. 
Section 3 introduces the programming methodology to support language adaptation 
via an abstraction phase and application adaptation via a specialization phase. 
Section 4 uses the bounded buffer example to further illustrate how to employ the 
proposed two-phase programming methodology in formulating synchronization 
schemes for managing concurrent activities. Section 5 examines how to use the 

proposed architecture in adapting a base language to support intelligent scheduling 
strategies for complex object systems. 

2 AN ARCHITECTURE FOR ADAPTATION PROGRAMMING 

Our approach differs from most existing approaches (Ishikawa, 1996; Matsuoka, 
1992; Bosch, 1997) specifically in the incorporation of an additional intermediate 
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Figure 3 Specification of the Default 
Meta-Object Protocol 

Figure 4 Pictorial Representation of the 
Abstraction Phase 

abstraction level (between the base level and meta level of Figure 1), to the 
computational model. 

This arrangement promotes the principle of separation of concerns since each 
level deals with only a specific functionality of the object entity. The base level is 
mainly concerned with the structural and functional aspects of an object. The meta 
level deals with the behavioral aspect of an object. The intermediate adaptation 
level provides the linkage between the base level and the corresponding meta level 
definition of an object to enforce user-specified requirements (e.g., synchronization 
and scheduling). In the following sections, we will introduce some key concepts 
that will be used throughout the paper. 

2.1 The base level component 

We choose the object-oriented language C++ as the default base-/eve/language. In 
our design, a base level object definition usually consists of a data specification and 
method implementation, as in traditional object-oriented languages. 

2.2 The adaptation level component 

At the adaptation level, the adapter component is introduced to provide an 
association link between the base-level object and its corresponding meta-level 
component. An adapter can be regarded as an extended interface to the traditional 
data abstraction construct (e.g., C++ class). The functionality implemented in an 
adapter permits the incorporation of special user requirements in the base-level 
object. These requirements may cover synchronization conditions, real-time 
constraints, and priority ordering of requests. This information is then managed by 
the meta-object component to monitor and regulate the behavior of the associated 
object entity. 

An adapter consists of three major components: namely the imposing section, 
non-imposing section, and binding section (See Figure 2). The imposing section 
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class bounded_buffer { 

private: II denoting shared resources 

int in. out. max. buf(SIZE); 

public: 

void put(int x); II place an item into the buffer 
int get( ); II remove an item from the buffer 
buffer( ); II class constructor 

Figure 7 Bounded buffer object 
specification. 

II Abstraction Phase 1: define new virtual adapter from which 
more specialized adapter could be derived 
adaptation{ II new virtual adapter detinition 

adapter synchronizer : derault { 
II new adapter derived from the system adapter default 
imposing: 

II newly defined constraint function 
virtual guardian( ); 

non-imposing: II empty 
binding: 
II to be Sp!!Cified later at the specialization phase 

} II end of adapter synchronizer 
adaptation} II end of delinition 

Figure 8 A new virtual adapter 
synchronizer. 

permits the specification of functions that enforce certain constraints (e.g., 
synchronization constraints) or notations (e.g., post action codes) on all member 
functions of the base-level object. For instance, the synchronization conditions for 
the get and put methods of a buffer object can be specified as imposing functions. 
All other local operations that are not classified as imposing functions are specified 
in the non-imposing section. In the binding section, users can explicitly specify 
which imposing functions are to be associated with their corresponding base-level 
member methods. 

2.3 The meta level component 

In a reflective architecture, an object is often associated with its corresponding 
meta-object. A meta-object is responsible for monitoring the state and behavior of 
the host object. 

The Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) is often used to specify the implementation of 
a given reflective object-model. In our approach, users can easily extend the MOP 
by modifying the default meta-object component to support more complex and 
intelligent object systems. 

Figure 3 presents the default specification for the meta object which processes all 
incoming requests based on arrival order. The special type meta specifies the 
overall behavior of the default meta objects (specifically concerning how to assist 
the base-level objects in managing synchronization and request scheduling 
strategies). In our model, a meta object has two major functional components: 1) a 
thread generated by the run-time system to execute member method engine; 2) and 
a data structure of type Queue, message queue waitingQueue, for holding messages 
waiting to be processed. 

2.4 Inheritance mechanism and linkage mechanism 

In the proposed architectural design, two types of inter-class hierarchy relationships 
are present. One is the inheritance relationship as in the traditional object-oriented 
languages. In this case, each of the three abstraction levels (the base level, 
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adaptation level, and meta level) has its own independent inheritance hierarchy. 
These sets of hierarchies serve to support code sharing in defining new sub-classes. 

Inheritance mechanism is used to inform a compiler where to find the parent 
classes for the inherited features. It deals with the vertical relationships among 
objects within their respective class hierarchies. However, the crossed inheritance 
relationship is not allowed since it's not necessary .. 

Another inter-class hierarchy relationship is the linkage mechanism. A linkage is 
established when the same class name is used for the base-level object and its 
corresponding adapter and meta-object. The proposed linkage mechanism is mainly 
used to assist the compiler in gathering needed information found in the three 
associated parts (class, adapter and meta) to weave them together into a real object. 

3 ADAPTATION PROGRAMMING 

In this section, we present a programming methodology that uses the proposed 
architecture to support open implementation and language adaptation. The first 
phase is termed the abstraction phase; it is followed by the specialization phase. 

3.1 The abstraction tbase · designing an extended interface 

At the abstraction phase, users only need to define an abstract adapter (virtual 
adapter) which declares all the required functions (whether imposing or non
imposing in nature) to be incorporated by the corresponding meta object for 
managing base-level object behaviors. An adapter (or meta) is another base-level 
class-like construct. It differs from the base class mechanism in the types of 
functions (object behaviors) being specified. 

The arrow, labeled as IH, of the adaptation level in the shaded area (see Figure 
4) illustrates how a new virtual adapter is derived from the system adapter default. 
Users can then locally introduce various forms of special control patterns in the 
new virtual adapter. A corresponding specialized meta class is also derived (the 
arrow labeled as lH of the meta-level) and is then linked to its target adapter as 
illustrated by the horizontal bi-directional arrow lL in Figure 4. 

3.2 The specialization phase · using the extended interface 

At the specialization phase, a user can subsequently derive a more specialized 
adapter class. The upward arrow labeled 2H in Figure 5 represents an inheritance 
relationship between the newly derived adapter and its ancestor, the virtual 
adapter. At this point, users can complete the implementation details of new 
adapter components, such as the imposing functions, non-imposing functions and 
the binding specification section. The horizontal bi-directional arrow labeled 2L in 
the shaded area of Figure 5 illustrates such a linkage association. 
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legend: 
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Figure 5 Pictorial representation of Figure 6 Inheritance and linkage 
the specialization phase. relationships for the consumer, producer 

and buffer. 

4 AN EXAMPLE: THE CONSUMER-- PRODUCER PROBLEM 

In this section, we provide an example to illustrate how to reuse a base level object 
in a concurrent environment. Figure 6 presents the pictorial representation of the 
inheritance and linkage relationships among the various object classes (e.g., 
consumer, producer, and buffer objects). In this figure, descriptions given in 
parentheses are the instance names of objects (e.g., buffer, producer and consumer). 
The descriptions above these names are their corresponding data types (e.g., class, 
adapter and meta class). These horizontal bi-directional arrows represent linkages 
between the elements at the three separate class hierarchies. The vertical arrows 
denote inheritance relationships between the parent classes and their corresponding 
descendant classes at each level of concerns. Numberings I and 2 represent the two 
phases of adaptation programming (namely the Abstraction Phase and 
Specialization Phase respectively). 

Figure 7 provides the base-level class definitions for the shared object bounded 
buffer. The new object is specified in the same manner as in C++. 

4.1 The abstraction phase - an interface for specifying 
synchronization conditions 

At the Abstraction Phase, a new virtual adapter synchronizer is first formulated to 
provide synchronization control for the base-level object bounded buffer, which is 
not capable of supporting concurrent operations (see Figure 8). The virtual function 
guardian (declared in the imposing section) acts as a constraint to be imposed on all 
application domain behaviors of the linked base-level object. 

After defining the new virtual adapter, a corresponding meta level must be 
defined. It is accomplished by treating the new meta class synchronizer as the direct 
descendant of the system meta class default. Note that both the newly derived 
adapter and meta class share the same class name .. 
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II Abstraction Phase II: define the appropriate 
meta object class to be associated with the new adapter 

meta I II new meta class definition 
synchronizer : default ( 
II new meta class derived from the system meta class default 
Entry getNextExecutable(); I 

Entry synchronizer:: getNextExecutable() 
I II modify the inberited codes to suppon new 

II synchronization required specified by the 
II new virtual adapter synchronizer 

Entry x = NULL; 
for( ; not the end of the queue; ) I 
x = peekNexUnWaittingQueue(); 

II apply the new constraint as specified by the 
//imposing function guard 

if ( x. guardian() ) I 
II return the one that meets user requirements 

deWaitingQueue(x); return x; I I 
II return NULL wben none meets the requirement 
return NULL; I 

meta I II end of definition 

Figure 9 The revised inherited meta 
class definition for the new virtual 
adapter synchronizer. 

II Specialization Phase: defme a new adapter to be associated with 
a selected base-level o~ject and specify tbe binding relationship 
between tbe inberited imposing functions and tbeir 
corresponding base-level member methods 
adaptation{ 

II newly defmed adapter buffer serves to enforce 
II synchronization constraints on tbe member methods 
II of object buffer 

adapter buffer: synchronizer( II new adapter 
binding stction: 

put(x) <-guardian( ); 
get( ) <- guardian ( ); 

I II end of adapter buffer 
buffer:: put(x) <- guardian( ) ( 

//encapsulated synchronization constraints 
return (in+ I)% max!= out; I 

buffer:: get()<- guardian() I 
II encapsulated synchronization constraints 

return (in !=out) ; I 
adaptation I 

FigurelO Establishing the binding 
relationship between the new adapter 
and its associated base-level object 
specification. 

In the new meta class, the inherited meta-level method getNextExecutable is 
locally overridden to support the object-wise synchronization capability. This 
extended method will first examine elements (representing pending client requests) 
in the queue by activating the system-defined functionpeekNextlnWaitingQueue. In 
the example, if the imposing function guardian returns a value of 0 (or false), the 
request will be postponed; otherwise it is removed from the queue for execution. 

4.2 The specialization phase 

In the Specialization Phase, a user can define a more appropriate adapter to be 
associated with the base-level object buffer (see Figure 10). The new adapter buffer 
inherits the synchronization control capability previously stated. Here, we only 
need to specify the binding relationship between the inherited constraint patterns 
(e.g., the imposing function guardian controls) and their corresponding base-level 
member methods (e.g., methods get and put). 

5 FORMULATING INTELLIGENT SCHEDULING STRATEGIES 
FORAD~ACTIVESYSTEMS 

In this section, we illustrate how to apply the proposed framework for incorporating 
intelligent scheduling capabilities to make objects more responsive to demands in a 
robust environment. It can also aid objects in managing stimuli and feedback for 
supporting reflective computation that requires a flexible means for controlling the 
ccurse of computation, resource allocation and scheduling. Such capabilities are 
crucial to the successful implementation of object-oriented software that supports 
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II Abstraction Phase (1): 
adaptation(// new vinual adapter definition 
adapter forerunner Adapter : default I 

imposing: II newly defined constraint function 
//vinual forerunner (long bii<No); 

non-imposing: II empty 
binding: //to be specified larer in 

II the sptcializ.otion phase 
)//end of adapter synchronizer 

adaptation) II end of definition 

II Abstraction Phase II: define lhe appropriate meta object 
II class 10 be associated with lhe new adapter 

meta (// new meta class definition 
forerunner Adapter: default ( 

II new meta class derived from the system meta class tkfault 
Entry gelNexlExecutable(); I 

Entry forerunnerAdapter::gelNexlExeculable( ) ( II modify the 
inherited codes 10 suppon new forerunner conlrol 
//strategies required 
Entry x = NULL; 
for( ; notlhe end of the queue; )( 

//find rhe suitable and then rerum it I 
retorn NULL; II retorn NULL when none meets lhe requirement ) 

meta ) II end of definition 

Figure ll.a The abstraction phase for 
equipping objects with the ability to 
manage intra-method scheduling task. 

II SpedaHzation Phase (II): 
adaptation( 

II newly defined adapter jorerunntrAdnpr.r serves to 
enforce forerunner control policies 

adapter disk : forerunnerAdapter ( 
non~imposing: 

int curPos; 
int ABS(int pos) ( 

if pos >= 0 return pos; else 
return -pos; I; 

int CYL(int pos) ( 
return pos/(19*32); I; 

binding stcrion: 
request() <-postAction(blkNo) I 
request()<· forerunner(blkNo) ) 

)// end of adaprer buffer 
II detemtine bow requests for lhe same service are to be 
scheduled 
disk:: request( ) <· forerunner(blkNo)( 

if(CYL(blkNo) =Max) 
curPos = 0; 
else 
curPos =CYL(blkNo); ); 

adaptation I 

Figure ll.b A disk object with intra
method sheduling management 
capability. 

real-time applications (e.g., manufacturing, robotics, transportation, aerospace and 
military systems (Elrad, 1996). To facilitate discussion on the issue of scheduling, 
we first present a classification scheme for identifying two major classes of 
message race conflicts that might occur within a server entity. 

S.l Race scheduling controls 

Message race (or selection conflict) occurs when multiple conflicting requests are 
competing to be scheduled within a server entity. These requests may be competing 
for different services (open method alternatives race to be selected) or the same 
service (method entry calls race to be accepted). We refer to the above scenarios as 
inter-method race and intra-method race. Language capabilities to govern these 
conflicts and to impose a definite choice are termed Race Controls (Elrad, 1986). 
These- scheduling controls are intended for resolving message race problems and 
are further categorized as Preference Control and Forerunner Control respectively. 

5.2 Formulating forerunner control strategies 

Passed arguments (e.g., message content) from client objects can be used to 
arbitrate the order by which requests are to be admitted for service. This capability 
is especially helpful in devising the intra-method scheduling policy for sorting and 
selecting requests from the message waiting queue. The Forerunner Control 
enables the specification of selection criteria that include input arguments. It thus 
allows prioritization of calls by performing a screening process based on the client 
information. Figure ll.a presents a new virtual adapter forerunnerAdapter which 
introduces a new imposing function forerunner to manage intra-method races 
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occurring at the associated object site. The corresponding new meta class for the 
adapter is also defined with the revised entry method getNextExecutable to 
recognize the newly formulated scheduling strategies. 

For instance, we can program a disk server object to process requests according 
to some ordering of disk track numbers (e.g., serving the one nearest to the current 
position of the disk head). The object disk gives a higher priority to 110 requests 
that are located closest to the current disk head position (see Figure ll.b). In the 
binding section, programmers can specify the intra-method race scheduling policy. 
In this example, the forerunner policy incorporates values of the parameter variable 
bllcNo (bound at run-time) and thus supports a dynamic scheduling scheme. 

5.3 Formulating preference control strategies 

In an adaptive scheduling scheme, the relative preference relationships among 
member methods can be determined at run-time to reflect changes of 
system/mission priority. Figure 12.a presents the definition of a new virtual adapter 
preferenceAdapter which introduces a new imposing function preference to manage 
inter-method races occurring at the associated object site. The corresponding new 
meta class for the adapter is also introduced with the revised entry method 
getNextExecutable to recognize and enforce newly formulated scheduling strategies 
defined in the associated adapter. 

In the example (Figure 12), if the buffer is more than half full, entry to the 
method get are given higher preference. Otherwise, calls to put have priority. This 
feature makes concurrent software components more configurable in terms of their 
ability to respond intelligently to feedback. It is permissible to have member 
methods share the same preference level; they are scheduled in a First-In-First-Out 
order. Note that the bodies of methods get and put (defined in the base class) and 
their respective synchronization mechanisms are inherited without requiring any 
additional redefinition. 

5.4 Issues on code reuse and inheritance anomaly 

A major problem with the integrated construct approach is the difficulty in 
achieving reuse of synchronization constraints (Akist, 1994; Elrad, 1996; Kafura, 
1993; Tomlinson, 1989). In these approaches, a process body (such as the Ada task 
body) usually serves as the central depository for implementing extended linguistic 
support for resolving synchronization and scheduling conflicts. The tight coupling 
of concurrency resolution codes and program codes often leads to difficulty in 
obtaining code reuse. This problem is manifested in object-oriented languages like 
Ada, ACT++, Eiffel/1, SR, and POOL. To ensure that a user-specified concurrency 
control management scheme will not suffer from problems with reuse and 
extension, we have concurrency scheduling mechanisms isolated from any control 
flow (e.g., within a body) with respect to decision making. All race control 
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II Abstraction Phase (I): 
adaptation{ II new virtual adapter definition 

adapter preferenceAdapter : synchronizer ( 
II new adapter derived from the system adapter thfault 
imposing: II newly defmed constraint function 

virtual preference( ); 
non-imposing: II empty 
binding: II to he specifllld later in the spuiali::ation phas. 

) II end of adapter synchronizer 
adaptation} II switching of adaptation level 
meta { II new meta class definition 
preferenceAdapter : synchronizer ( 

II derived from the system meta class thfault 
Entry getNextExecutable( ); I 

Entry preferenceAdapter::getNextExecutable( ) ( 
II modify the inherited codes to support new preference control 
II strategies required 
Entry x = NULL; 
for( ; not the end of the queue; ) ( 

~:: ~t"l~r~~~~L~ ~/:~ :::.,rn!,ts !bel reauirement metal 

Figure 12.a The abstraction phase for 
equipping objects with the ability to 
manage scheduling task more 
intelligently. 

II Specialization Phase (II): 
adaptation{ 

II newly defined adapter preferenceAdapter serves to 
enforce preference control strategies 

adapter buffer : preferenceAadpter ( 
non-imposing: 

buffer( in! getLevel int putLevel int size)( II initialization 
getPref = getLevel; 
putPref = putLevel; I; 

binding section: 
put(x) <- preference( ); 

get()<- preference(); 
I II end of adapter buffer 
buffer:: put(x) <-preference( )( 

if count < max/2 ( /* less than half full */ 
... ; 1• gives operation put higher preference*/); 

return putPref;); 
buffer:: get()<· preference( )( 

if count >= max/2 ( /0 more than half full 0/ 

return. ~~~~:.f:i~ ~~D=jl higher preference */ ); 

Figure 12.b A buffer object with 
adaptive inter-method scheduling 
management capability. 

strategies are confined in the separate specification part (adapter and its associated 
meta class) which in tum permits the association of various software functional 
sub-components with their respective synchronization and race control strategies. 

In Figure 10, the adapter synchronizer is introduced to permit a buffer object to 
provide better coordination and control over concurrent access. In our approach, 
this is accomplished by introducing the appropriate virtual adapter, meta class and 
the new specialized adapter (adapter). Note that none of the object specification and 
implementation portion of the base-level object definition is ever modified; 
implementation code for the get and put methods is reused without revision or 
rewriting. New types of buffer objects can be readily designed by adding the 
appropriate adapter and meta class as defined Figure ll.a and Figure ll.b. In this 
case, preference control capability is extended to enable the existing object buffer 
to process its client requests more responsively and intelligently. 

The new adapter is derived from the adapter synchronizer and is equipped with a 
new capability to enforce user-specified preference control strategies. In this case, 
the adapter and its associated meta class of the base-level object (Figure 7) are 
incrementally extended to provide new controls (synchronization control in Figure 
10 and preference control in Figure 12.b). The same reuse principle can be applied 
to the formulation of forerunner control strategies for managing intra-method races 
and other end-user requirements. In any case, no recoding of an existing base-level 
object definition is needed. This approach promotes programming by extension and 
effectively avoids the pitfall of the inheritance anomaly (Matsuoka, 1993). 
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6. RELATED WORK 

To avoid rigid use of integrated constructs, reflective languages such as ABCL/R 
(Y onezawa, 1993) and ABCL/R2 (Matsuoka, 1991 ), attempt to equip object entities 
with the capacity to reason about their own state and behavior for reflective 
computation. These languages provide explicit mechanisms to let users customize 
the underlying meta class architecture for performance optimization purposes. 
Nevertheless, such implementations are still very much restricted to the limitation 
and shortcomings of the integrated construct approach. OpenC++ (Chiba, 1995) 
exposes the implementation of method calls and variable access to an object. 
Programmers can alter it with a compiler-time metaobject to obtain a new language 
primitive. In this approach, supporting integrated constructs are not involved. 
MPC++ (Ishikawa, 1996) improves OpenC++ by allowing language designers to 
introduce new language notations (keywords) into the language to support the 
integrated construct. It may benefit the development of complex software systems, 
but could be unnecessarily expensive for small-scale applications. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented an architectural design based on the principle of 
computational reflection and the notion of open language implementation. It gives 
end-users, such as language designers and application programmers, the flexibility 
and expressiveness to adapt the base-level objects to special requirements found in 
the intended application domain. Our approach differs from other adaptive systems 
in that the extended code can be hidden from users. The advantage is that the 
abstract adapter made in the phase abstraction phase can be used as an extended 
interface to the base-level data abstraction (class). In phase II, programmers use 
these two interfaces to specify an object in a manner similar to using the integrated 
construct. In addition, our approach eliminates the need to constantly configure the 
compiler whenever changes occur in the semantics and syntax of the underlying 
language. With the proposed two-phase programming methodology, even 
application programmers can readily incorporate new user-defined control 
mechanisms in existing object entities for developing today's complex software 
systems. These systems usually consist of interacting entities that exhibit traits such 
as intelligence, adaptability, and a highly reactive and dynamic behavior within 
their environment. 

In this paper, we also demonstrated how our architecture can be applied to 
concurrent object-oriented programming. We examined issues specifically related 
to the occurrence of message races within concurrent object entities. These race 
scheduling controls are critical to the successful implementation oftoday's complex 
systems (e.g., real-time and reactive systems). With the proposed approach, users 
can easily derive appropriate adapters for handling different unique end-user 
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concurrency control requirements. It eliminates restrictions and overhead found in 
the integrated construct approach. 

With inheritance mechanism and linkage mechanism, this approach further 
promotes code sharing and reuse of existing decision controls (synchronization and 
message scheduling). In order to promote the principle of separation of concerns, 
the proposed architectural design permits the specification of system functionality 
and scheduling policies as separate building blocks (e.g., the base level contains 
sequential object definitions while the adaptation level implements concurrency 
control policies). This scheme aims not just to provide a means for textual reuse, 
but also to allow users to design modular and extensible software components that 
can be integrated into a large-scale system. In addition, the ability to formulate 
reusable scheduling policies and to be hidden from base level programmers (base
level programmers can just specify the required functions given in virtual adapter) 
further promotes code reuse in designing new object systems and can facilitate the 
systematic and incremental development of object-oriented systems. 
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